Research Network Group
Stuttgart meeting

18-19. February 2016

Chair Susanne Balslev Nielsen
Welcome and what to achieve in Stuttgart

1. Move the RNG community forward in collaboration with the other EuroFM network groups
   - EFMC2016 and beyond
   - Ressource mapping

2. Bring home an insight of FM in Stuttgart

+ the unexpected...
Agenda

13.00-13.30: Welcome and "hallo"
13.30-13.50: Chairman's update on EFMC2016 and board initiatives
13.50-13.55: Report from the Post graduate group
13.55-14.00: Book project on added Value of FM (Approaching European Management Journal)
14.00-14.10: Articles for eFM Insight
14.10-14.20: Extended members lists – Who is who in RNG?
14.20-14.30: Other issues for general information
14.30-15.00: Break
15.00-15.30: Urban FM – a new theme for collaboration? Keith Jones
15.30-16.00: FM research in Stuttgart, DHBW
Who is present?
The pointing fingers exercise

1. A starter exercise.
2. In pairs: find a partner which you do not know so well.
3. Stand in a big circle.
4. Today it is not impolite to point fingers! Go around the circle and get hold of all names.

5-10 minutes
Status 1 of 4:
Headlines from board discussions - EuroFM policy

Monthly skype meetings:
• Realising the EuroFM potential to keeping the 80-85 members organisations happy and bringing new members on board
• New communication strategy
• Rethinking EFMC2016+
• Keeping within the budget
• Positioning in relation to IFMA
• Reform the membership fees
• Strengthen continuity in the board takes change in constitution
Status 2 of 4: EFMC2016

- 2 day concept – lower prize, more networking
  - 15 speakers (papers), 12 posters (papers)
- Same academic level
  - Scientific committee EFMC2016:
    - Susanne Balslev Nielsen (Chair), Antje Junghans, Brenda Groen, Ilfryn Price, Kathie Roper, Keith Jones, Knut Boge, Mark Mobach, Per Anker Jensen, Sergio Vega, Suvi Nenonen and Theo van der Voordt.
  - 40 abstracts in double blind review
  - Accepted papers 29 papers, 24 full papers
    - Deadlines: 15. February 2016; 1. April 2016
- Manual process and no ”easy chair”
Proceeding options: priority?


2. EuroFM app + EuroFM website (open access)

3. Special issue via Procedia/Elsevier in e.g.
   1. European Management Journal
   2. International Business Review
   3. International Journal of Hospitality Management
I need people for:

• The master students poster competition
  – Call and jury
  – Encourage participation

• Researcher of the year
  – Call and jury
  – Encourage nominations
Share your knowledge/publications

EuroFM members:
• Artikler til EuroFM Insight – open call
  — Michael May
• EuroFM Knowledge Portal
• The annual Who is who in EuroFM/RNG

Open access – research community
• Research Gate
• Academia.edu
• LinkedIn
Status 4/4
All FM thesis in one place!

• Mark Mobach: Proefschriftenverpleegkunde.nl
• Supporting FM development
• How can we establish this?
  – And what to consider?
Report from the post graduate group

- Roberto Valle
Book about how to measure the added value of FM
FM research at DHBW
Articles for eFM Insight

• RNG contact: Michael May
• 4 times a year
• Articles in English, no more than 1500 words in length.

Pipeline:
• FM in local Authorities (Susanne)
Version 2016
– how to make the most of it

Who is who in the EuroFM research Network Group?

- what we offer and what we search for
Urban FM – a new theme for collaboration?
Other Stuff
FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OCTOBER 2015

CFM SECOND NORDIC CONFERENCE

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

DOES FM CONTRIBUTE TO HAPPINESS IN NORDIC COUNTRIES?

29-30 AUGUST 2016
Let’s do it now

• A method for getting more things done
  – Talk
  – Call
  – E-mail